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What is 

Temp Tracker?

Temp Tracker is an enterprise-level Wi-Fi secure solution for

temperature monitoring across trusts and other healthcare

organisations.

Temp Tracker measures and tracks your medicine fridge, ambient

and vaccine storage temperature so your medicine stay at the

right temperature.

By offering a full solution we take away the time-consuming

fridge temperature measurements. The software keeps track of

the temperature and it alerts you when it diverts from the

optimum.

https://www.promaticadigital.co.uk/products/temp-tracker


One of the biggest benefits of using Temp Tracker

are the time savings and as a result the savings in

annual wages. 

£18,000 savings in wages

Financial benefits to automatic temp monitoring

For every medicine fridge a nurse or other healthcare professional

spends 3 minutes every day checking and recording the temperature to

meet CQC requirements. 

If you have 100 fridges in your trust this means you spend 300 min/5 h

every day just on checking medicine fridges. Saving this time can offer

great financial benefits:

Based on the annual wage of a registered nurse (band 5 salary) you'd

save £18,000 every year with Temp Tracker.



Temp Tracker logs temperature data for you. Log

onto the system and view your data straight away.

Easy overviews show the temperature of the fridge

over time so you know what temperature your

medicine have been stored at.

Temp Tracker's Main Features

Logging data

Alerts

Thanks to SMS alerts you can respond to

temperature deviations in a timely manner. Moreover,

the software tracks temperature 24/7, allowing you to

respond to issues at all times.



How it helps you

Saves expensive medicine from spoiling as you will be able to respond

to temperature alerts quickly

Saves valuable time amongst employees who are required to perform

regular manual checks 

Takes away human errors and allows you to respond to fridge

temperature issues straight away

Gives managers and directors the option to quickly and easily download

graphs and charts for reporting purposes
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What our customers say

It has given us the assurance we

needed as to what was going on in

our fridges.

- Jonathan Peacock, Chief Pharmacist at Tameside

and Glossop Integrated Care
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High security

standards, 

yet ease of

use

Enterprise  level  Wi-Fi  security

Different  choices  in  temp

monitoring  devices  for  your  fr idges

Use  on  desktop ,  laptop ,  tablet  or

mobile

Tailored  user  accounts  per

department  or  ward



Standards  to  meet

CQC  Requirements

We 've  taken  great  effort  to  ensure

you  can  track  the  data  the  CQC

requires ,  such  as  minimum ,  maximum

and  current  fr idge  temperature ,  and

keeping  records  of  actions  taken  to

monitor  fr idge  temperature



Good to know

Temp Tracker allows you

to deal with an alert

yourself or delegate it to

an appropriate member

of staff.

Alert management Assurance

The system holds a

complete audit trail that can

be securely accessed

anytime on any internet-

enabled device/computer.

Data back-up

Data is backed up locally

on each digital sensor. If

the Wi-Fi goes down the

data will be transmitted

when the system returns

to its usual status.

Room & vaccine temp

Temp Tracker doesn't just

allow you to measure the

fridge temperature, but also

ambient temperature and

vaccine storage/fridges.

Additional features



Good to know

Temp Tracker has full

Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, radio

and RFID connectivity.

Connectivity

Actions taken

You can record any action

taken to ensure the fridge

temperature stays in range.

The system saves this, which

allows you to view the

history of actions taken over

time.

Readings saved

The system saves a

permanent record of

readings. This provides you

with insight into how a

fridge performes over time.

Recordings can be taken

every minute if needed.

Tracking temperature

Track temperature of

deliveries in transit in real-

time

Additional features
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Who are we?
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ABOUT  

PROMATICA

DIGITAL

Promatica Digital was set up as digital

solutions for the NHS grew in importance. 

With over 25 years of experience working

across the NHS, Promatica Digital has a unique

perspective. With this insight we create

solutions that actually make a difference and

design software that is easy to use for people

working in health and social care. 
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Our other digital solutions

Social Rx 

A full social prescribing solution

including software for health and

care organisations

Contract Tracker

A key tool to support contract

monitoring and performance and

ascertain value for money

Digital Library

Digital Library provides a full document

management and training solution

enabling staff to access all the

documents/operational policies

Quality Portal

Quality Portal is a patient safety

reporting tool allowing you to

manage and improve quality in

your healthcare organisation
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Web Tracker

Track your prescriptions from arrival

to destination, whether ward, health

professional or patient

https://www.promaticadigital.co.uk/products/social-rx
https://www.promaticadigital.co.uk/products/contract-tracker
https://www.promaticadigital.co.uk/products/document-library
https://www.promaticadigital.co.uk/products/quality-portal


Get In Touch With Us
Request more information, a quote or

schedule a demo

Telephone

0330 111 2842

Mobile

+44 0796 775 6921

Email  Address

info@promaticadigital.co.uk

Website

promaticadigital.co.uk

Click  the  icons  to  f ind  us  on  :

https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/cyberessentials/search
https://www.digitalmarketplace.service.gov.uk/g-cloud/services/914030970317454
https://www.promaticadigital.co.uk/products/web-tracker
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC7vq-ai3GdX7i9ft01a_cZA
https://www.linkedin.com/company/55187009
https://twitter.com/PromaticaD

